First Mate
Product Knowledge

Waxperts First Mate Range
The First Mate range was formulated a male client in mind. For a
client whose hair is typically quite strong, coarse and sometimes
difficult to wax, all while their skin type when waxing, is generally
quite reactive and sensitised.

We quickly realised that this range is not only great for male
waxing, but for ALL waxing regardless of gender. It is ideal for
clients who shave and clients who naturally have a stronger,
coarser hair type like redheads,

This range is perfect for experienced Waxperts to deliver wax
treatments with super results for clients who would generally
have a more 'difficult' hair type to wax while previously
experiencing massive discomfort with other wax brands. This
range allow you to give those client a comfortable and
professional wax with amazing results.

Both First Mate Hot and Strip waxes are made for ALL hair and
skin types.

With a masculine, woody, yet sweet fragrance of sandalwood
and sweet patchouli. It is a very economical range. Applies thin
resulting in less product being used.

First Mate Hot Wax
A hot/hard wax that sets on the skin
and

peeled

away

comfortably

by

the therapist.
Applied thin like a film wax.

Because of it's super thin application, this wax sets quite quickly,
cutting down treatment time and uses less product.
Used with Waxperts Pre-Wax Oil, it applies smoothly and peels away
when removing causing very little discomfort to the client, making it
super easy for a therapist to use.
This wax will still have that lower temperature feel similar to the
Waxperts Original Hot Wax, which results in less heat and less
redness.
Can be re-applied on waxed skin numerous times because of it’s
lower temperature, there is very little heat on the clients skin and the
skin is protected at all times with the Waxperts Pre-Wax Oil.
First Mate will also never crack or break due to its elastic-like
properties.
For use on ALL clients but this wax works particularly well with
stronger, coarser hair types. (Female - facial,underarm, and all bikini
waxing including specialized waxing. Male – facial,underarm,
back/chest/shoulders and all specialized waxing)
Waxperts First Mate Hot Wax is already broken up into chunks (no
need to break with a hammer).
Each 1kg bag should get 12-14 Hollywood waxes when used
correctly as trained by Waxperts.

Pre & Post Products
The

perfect

before,

during

combination
and

after

Waxperts wax.

Waxperts Cleanser is an antiseptic cleanser packed with essential oils
including lavender (soothing & calming), chamomile (antiseptic and
disinfectant) and comfrey (reduces inflammation & keeps skin healthy). This
cleanser preps and conditions the skin before any wax treatments, which
helps prevent skin lifting and bruising during Waxperts Strip Wax application.
It can be used to cool down skin during and after waxing which is very
soothing. There is zero stinging sensation when working on sensitive areas
due to its gentle nature. Perfect aftercare to use when facial waxing, as the
essential oils soothe, treat and protect skin post wax.

Waxperts Pre-Wax Oil is for use with Waxperts Original Hot Wax and Rosie
Pearl Hot Wax. This is what makes the treatment so easy and comfortable
for the client because it protects and soothes skin throughout the wax
treatment. It creates a barrier between clients skin and wax, so the wax only
sticks to the hair being removed. Contains essential oils including lavender
(soothing & calming) and chamomile (antiseptic and disinfectant).

Waxperts After-Wax Oil is a soothing and calming body oil for use after all
body waxing. It reduces any redness or discomfort very quickly after a wax
treatment. There is also no ‘sticky’ feeling for clients post-wax when this AfterOil has been applied. This body oil has a thicker consistency as it contains a
lot more lavender and chamomile essential oils, so very little Waxperts
After-Wax Oil is needed. Is not suitable for face.
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